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 USD 265 

CLASSIFIED JOB DESCRIPTION 

 
POSITION:     Transportation Bus Driver 

 

RESPONSIBLE TO:   Transportation Director or Designee 

 

EVALUATED BY:    Transportation Director or Designee 

 

TERMS OF EMPLOYMENT:  Classified Position 

      Hourly Rate of Pay 

 

PURPOSE OF POSITION: School bus drivers serve as part time / full 

time employees that provide safe, clean, 

courteous and dependable transportation of 

all children entrusted to our care. Bus 

drivers conduct pre-trip safety inspections 

before each driving assignment, operate 

two-way radio, drive safely and maintain 

discipline. 

 

ESSENTIAL DUTIES: 

1. Must be able to perform a vehicle pre-trip and post-trip inspections that meets all 

Federal, National and State regulations, and all district requirements. 

2. Demonstrate ability to exit or enter the bus in case of emergency situations. 

3. Must call Transportation Office, Supervisor or an assistant at least one hour before 

scheduled route time if unable to be at work. 

4. Must check-in with Supervisor before am routes and before p.m. routes. 

5. Must be on time and ready to perform duties when time starts. 

6. Must clock in and out at the beginning and ending of each shift, and submit time 

sheets at the end of the week, including any time off requests as needed. 

7. MUST keep windshield, service door glass, service window glass, mirrors, and gage 

panel glass clean on a DAILY basis for safety. 

8. Must keep taillights, four-ways, and eight-ways on the rear of the bus clean for safety. 

9. Clean all other windows, headliner, dashboard, sun visor, and especially the first- aid 

kit on a regular basis. 

10. Sweep floor minimum once a week, as often as needed. 

11. Check bus before and between routes to make sure inside of bus is clean. 

12. Fuel bus regularly, keeping tank on top half or coordinate with bus fueler. 

13. Empty trash container and replace trash container liner as needed or at the end of each 

week. 

14. Clean seats. Keep trash and food items, etc., that are stuck between edge of seat and 

sidewall cleaned out. 

15. Lost items are to be returned to students A.S.A.P. and not left stored on the dashboard 

or the engine cover. Turn in to lost and found if not claimed in 3 days. 
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16. Close windows and roof hatches at the end of each day. 

17. Walk to the back door and check the bus for students or lost items AFTER EACH 

ROUTE!!! 

18. Must be able to coordinate two or more physical operations simultaneously, i.e., 

maneuvering the bus while operating levers. 

19. Must be able to drive, pay attention to safety of students, and read road signs. 

20. Must be able to record daily information, i.e., odometer readings, counting students, 

pre-trip inspection forms, student discipline reports, etc. 

21. Must be able to operate wheelchair lift if assigned to Special Ed route or activity trip. 

22. Must be able to manipulate wheelchair dependent student if assigned to Special Ed 

route or activity trip. 

23. Must be able to communicate with a Para and appropriately oversee the actions of the 

Para is assigned to a Special Ed route.  

24. Must be able to listen to and communicate over the two-way radio to maintain 

communication with dispatch and other drivers as necessary, while maintaining the 

safety of the students.  

25. Must be able to pick up and drop off students at regularly scheduled locations, 

following strict time schedules. 

26. Must be able to communicate with students to maintain discipline. 

27. Must comply with all Federal, State, and Local traffic regulation, and any district 

imposed traffic regulations or restrictions, in order to operate the vehicle in a safe and 

courteous manner.  

28. Attendance at ALL safety training meetings and programs as required by the 

Transportation Supervisor, Director of Transportation or district administrators. If the 

driver is unable to attend a safety meeting due to conflicts beyond their control, they 

must within 24 hours of the safety meeting, or within 24 hours of returning to work, 

check in with the Training/Safety Team to get the notes from the safety meeting.  

29. Must be prepared to dress appropriately for the different conditions of weather. 

30. Must follow school policy or dress code. (See page 2 of driver’s hand book) 

31. Appropriate footwear must be worn anytime you are driving a school vehicle. (House 

slippers, thongs, shower shoes, sandals, low cut shoes with stick bottoms, shoes or 

boots with heels over 2” are not acceptable or legal. All shoes must be closed toe and 

closed heel. 

32. Report all needed maintenance, in writing to Bus Mechanic. 

33. Must be able to transfer to a different bus as needed due to mechanical or other issues. 

(Requires that bus driver be able to drive both conventional and transit buses safely 

and efficiently.) 

34. ALL ELECTRONIC DEVICES ARE PROHIBITED WHILE DRIVING 

FIELD TRIPS / ACTIVITY TRIPS: 

The bus driver is still ultimately responsible to ensure: the safe transportation of all 

passengers, that all traffic laws are obeyed, and that the bus is inspected for students and 

left-behind items at any time the bus is parked.  

OTHER JOB DUTIES (Others may be assigned): 

A classified employee may be transferred at any time to any job which he/she is qualified 

to perform and when transfer is deemed to be in the best interest of the district.  
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REQUIRED QUALIFICATIONS: 

1. Must possess and maintain from the State of Kansas a valid Class B Commercial 

Drivers license with an air-brake, school bus and passenger endorsement. 

2. Completed application with references and drivers license record check. 

3. Pre-employment and random controlled substance testing, as well as post accident if 

required. 

4. D.O.T. physical completed by a qualified physician. 

5. Completion of a First-Aid course/Adult CPR course on a bi-annual basis. 

6. Completion of an eight-hour Defensive Driving course at the earliest opportunity, and 

once every three years during the driver’s employment with the district.  

7. Complete satisfactorily, a minimum of forty (40) hours training with a certified driver 

trainer. 

8. Attend student management classes. 

9. Demonstration of bus driving competency and skills before actual route training 

begins. 

10. Must pass a post-offer background check.  

PHYSICAL REQUIREMENTS / ENVIRONMENTAL CONDITIONS:  

  1. WORK DAY    As needed 0-8 hours per day / regular routes 

  2. STANDING / WALKING  Walking to bus location to retrieve bus.   

      Inspecting the bus. 

  3. DURATION TIME   10 - 30 minutes 

  4. GRADE    Flat 

 TERRAIN     Gravel and bus aisle. 

      Approximately 22 steps back of bus.  Bus  

      Aisle is 12” wide. 

 

  5. SITTING     

  Total Time:   30 min. - 7 hours 

  Activity:   While driving the bus 

  Longest Single Duration:         2 hours 

                        Type of Seat:                           Approximately 17 x 17 seat that has 

vibration.  Seat sets back from gas and 

brakeat 40”.  Seat will adjust to 12” before 

the steering column. 

  6. LIFTING 

  Activity:   Lift or drag dependent student or injured  

      student during emergency situation.  

  7. PUSHING / PULLING   

  Activity:   Grasping bus handle 1/2” in diameter. 

  Frequency:   50 + times per day. 

  Handle Height:  28 1/2” 

  Handle Distance:  29” from back of seat 

  Activity:   Setting and releasing Air Park Brake 

  Frequency:   50 + times per day 

  Knob Height:   24 – 30” 
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  Knob Distance:   30” from back of seat 

  8. BENDING / STOOPING   

 Activity: For pre-trip inspection purposes.  

Employees must be able to negotiate body 

level changes, i.e., bending and stooping to 

inspect bus. 

  9. CLIMBING  

  Activity:   Climbing in and out of bus. 

  Frequency:   Six to Eight times per day. 

  Number   3 to 4 steps 

10. REACHING: 

  Activity:   Reaching to turn on ignition approximately  

      18” from steering wheel.  Manipulating left  

      side control panel.  Manipulating radio- 

      overhead reach to 45” from top of seat. 

      Operation of clutch, brake, gas   

      simultaneously with hand. 

11. JUMPING     

  Activity:   Must be able to negotiate a 36” drop from   

      emergency door. 

a. Manages all job duties with the mobility, agility, dexterity, and focused 

observation it takes to meet standards of performance. 

b. Moderate environmental conditions and noise levels. Must be able to handle 

normal controlled student noise. May be required to wear protective 

equipment including gloves for exposure control under limited circumstances. 

 

 

 

 

PERFORMANCE STANDARDS / EVALUATION: 

A performance evaluation will be conducted according to district policy by the 

employee’s supervisor or their designee. 

 

 

I understand fully the job description that I have just read and can comply fully with all 

requirements, with or without reasonable accommodations. 

 

 

___________________________________________        ______/_______/_______ 
  Driver’s Signature       Date 
   

___________________________________________        ______/_______/______     
         Supervisor’s Signature                 Date 
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